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Abstract
This study aims to contribute to research in business ethics application, by studying one of the contemporary instruments of applying business ethics. The research focuses on Islamic business ethics in comparison to Christian business ethics and discusses its application using a comparative perspective. Firstly, this study aims to address the Islamic understanding of what ethics means? What is the relationship between ethics, human nature and religion in Islam? While providing an introductory analysis on Islamic ethical standards, the research highlights first (1) the business ethical values and principles of Islamic ethics, second (2) the business ethical values and principles of Turkish Islamic ethics, third (3), the business ethical values and principles of Christian Romanian ethics.
Introduction

Business represents an activity involving people from all over the globe. The major role of ethical behaviour by participants in a market-based economic system has been long ago admitted. A basic element in international business activities is the business ethics, which allows peaceful exchanges between traders. Still, the individual is very creative in his manner of practicing business, being enclosed into culture and local or regional context. Partly in response to the ethical failures that have plagued business lately, there has been a resurgent interest in spirituality and religion in the workplace, after a long period in which “…religion and spirituality have been literally exorcised from modern forms of institutional organization.”(Kim, Fisher and McCalman, 2009) Religion represents one of the more often recognized determinants of the moral values that underpin ethical standards. The most important global religions have moral teachings and they state, in different manners, disapproval of unethical conducts. Most of them preach that an omniscient God sees human actions and holds people responsible for their conduct. Thus, it is logical to consider that adherents to a religion would not be too tolerant of unethical conduct. (Emerson and Mckinney, 2010)

Thus, the business environment of the 21st century is a religion-based business environment and in this context, religious ethics converts into a challenge for business and marketing people. In these circumstances, in the literature, several researches revealed that business ethics vary by country depending on the religious and cultural differences. In this context the hereby study addresses business ethical principles in Turkey and Romania, two countries whose dominant religions are different: the religion of Islam in Turkey and that of Christianity in Romania.

1.1. Business Ethical Values and Principles in Islam

In this study, I am trying to establish a multi-level Islamic ethics framework starting from philosophy and epistemology and ending with the application of Islamic business ethics.

Islamic business ethics (IBE) are derived from a transcendental source, this being the main reason for their constancy over time in spite of the fact that everything changes over time. IBE remain in agreement with its fundamental concepts, being based on the Quran.

According to the Quran, from the point of view of the philosophy and epistemology, humans are the vicegerents of Allah on Earth. The concept of vicegerency (Khilafa) represents one of the main reasons for human existence and therefore, for their ethical commitment as well, through the act of worship. This worship concept applies to all aspects of life (Beekun and Badawi, 2005).

Thus, humans respond for what they do and their judgment will be made according on the degree of their commitment to their mission on Earth, namely, worshiping God (Allah) by having a correct and flourishing life on Earth (called E’amar Al-Ardh). All Muslims must obey these responsibilities contained in the Islamic teachings, responsibilities that are generally connected to all aspects of life.

These teachings are known under the name of Shari’a, which is “a set of norms, values and laws that make up the Islamic way of life” (Ahmad, 2003 cited in Dusuki, 2008). Shari’a is also known under the name of the Islamic Law, although, according to some scholars, “the boundaries of Shari’a extend beyond the limited horizons of law”
According to the objective of this research, I consider that Shari’a’s norms and values may be used for enhancing business ethics in business practices of Muslim people, since, in the Islamic context, the social responsibilities of persons that are derived from the Shari’a, can be applied to companies. (Elmelki A., Ben Arab M., 2009).

Over time, Muslims have faced restraints and challenges in various contexts while trying to accomplish their duties as vicegerents of Allah on Earth. In order to provide answers to these challenges and problems occurring in various times and locations, Shari’a proves active and makes use of a unique methodology to deduce laws based on understanding, reasoning and judgment. According to Abdallah (2010), this methodology is called Usul Al-Fiqh. Referring to it, Moad (2007) considers Usul Al-Fiqh the moral epistemology of Islam. In this vein, disciples of Usul Al-Fiqh promoted certain maxims which are to be used in deducing Shari’a laws, whose purpose is to increase benefits and annihilate all type of harms for Muslims (Kamali, 1991 cited in Abdallah, 2010). I will provide below several examples of maxims:

- Harm is to be eliminated;
- Harm must not be imposed or reciprocated in Islam;
- Harm is to be eliminated to the extent that is attainable;
- Harm is not to be eliminated through another harm;
- Anticipating harm is given preference over attaining advantages; and
- Public interest prevails individual interest.

We used this example in order to prove that we can use Usul Al-Fiqh methodology together with its maxims for answering modern ethical issues. Putting aside the philosophy and epistemology, we will further consider the application of Islamic business ethics.

As Tsalkis J. and Walfried Lassar puts it, “While the Qur’an is a major influence of the written laws including business law, the application of these principals in practice is questionable.” (Tsalkis J. and W. Lassar, 2009)

One of the most important challenges that any ethical system is facing relies on its application. Previously, Muslims had efficient mechanisms in successfully applying their ethical system. For instance, at first, markets used to be regulated by the organization of Hisba which was working as a trading standards authority (Wilson, 2006). Since then, the business environment has evolved and modified, and therefore, classical mechanisms of applying Islamic business ethics are somehow in difficulty about meeting the recent contemporary challenges.

Many scholars have been studying the Islamic business ethics (Beekun and Badawi, 2005; Rice, 1999; Kula, 2001; Possumah et al., 2012; Dusuki, 2008; Wilson, 2006) although many of their publications are normative, having the tendency of explaining the Islamic value system together with its ethical framework. In theory, this appears as a powerful and efficient ethical system, however, we subscribe to the general opinion that there are obvious discrepancies between the normative Islamic business ethics and the regular practices of Muslims (Beekun and Badawi, 2005; Kula, 2001). One such example can be that of the concept of “moral filter”, used in business ethics and which functions with the price tool for regulating markets. This “moral filter” represents a tool minimizing needless demands regarding
resources (Rice, 1999). This represents a basic concept for business ethics being widely applied. In order to illustrate its application, we use a research on Islam and environmental conservation, written by Kula (2001) paper in which are illustrated several Quranic verses and Hadiths (the last ones represent also guidances of the Prophet Mohammed), stating very clear that Muslims must protect the environment. Several Hadiths are against the use of too much water (or any other environment resources). Irresponsible consumption is not allowed in Islam (Kula, 2001; Rice, 1999), even if we must admit that these norms must have practical definitions in the real world in order to clearly apply to the business ethics, so, they request instruments and mechanisms so that they can be applied in a contemporary business culture.

Starting from this example, we can argue that there is a wide discrepancy between normative ethics and practices in Muslim cultures. We attribute this to the lack of well-developed and efficient institutions which should normally change the normative concepts into practical concept. Therefore, applying the Islamic business ethics requires flexibility and careful examination of various situations and contextual factors, this representing a noteworthy challenge in determining an efficient and practical Islamic business ethics modus operandi. As While the Qur’an is a major influence of the written laws including business law, the application of these principals in practice is questionable.

In this vein, Mullin Marta et al. (2004), consider that ‘‘there is a degree of divergence between the Islamic teachings (ideal) and business practices (reality) in the economic life of some Islamic countries’’ (p. 55), meanwhile Rice (1999) citing Naqvi (1981) states that: ‘‘the artificial symbiosis of Islamic ethical beliefs and ‘alien’ socio-economic philosophies and systems has led to the emergence of bifurcated societies promoting schizophrenic behaviour both at the individual and collective level’’ (p. 352).

The idea referring to this bifurcation can be found also in the researches of Graafland et al. (2006), who discovered that while Muslims give high weights to several issues of Socially Responsible Business Conduct (SRBC), they hardly apply these values in practice. Rather, (as it was also observed in Christianity, when the Pope classified the rodent capybara as a fish so that people can eat it during Lent), Islam can avoid Islamic law through the use of ‘‘creative’’ definitions. For instance, Tsuruoka (1993) wrote about a Muslim business in Malaysia where the habit was to reinvest profits in the business under the shape of interest free loans to its distributors. Still, the borrowers were supposed to make ‘‘gifts’’ to the lending firm (around 10% of the principal) as a proof of their appreciation for the financial help. The argument that came to justify this act was that profits ‘‘should be given back to the people’’ (a former member of Malaysia’s Ministry of Agriculture cited in Tsuruoka, 1993, p. 74).

According to Cornwell et al. (2005), even if religious ethics but mainly Islamic ethics tend to be seen as idealistic, his research revealed that there is little difference between idealism and relativism between Muslims and different religious congregations. This idea that Islam does not impose an idealistic perception on life and ethics is supported by the strength of the civilization they build up and also by their control on global trade during the last centuries. On the contrary, Muslims had great success in practices due to their
adjustability and adaptability in Islamic ethics. These two features mentioned above characterize not only Islamic ethics but also the dynamism of Shari’a, in the same time, being supported by one of the basic concepts in Islamic theology, respectively: the levels of religion (Deen). The renowned Hadith known under the name of Hadith Jibril, states that there are three levels of religion (Deen); Islam, Iman and Ihsan. Islam represents the first level, being concerned with following the guidance and teachings of Allah (the God). Iman is seen as the second level, being concerned with reinforcing believes and values in an individual’s heart, meanwhile the last level, Ihsan deals with experiencing a spiritual awakening by god watching in every single action. According to the levels of region, Muslims have various levels of ethical awareness and commitment in direct accordance with the profoundness and importance paid to their religious experience (level of religion).

As a conclusion, we started from the idea that, in Islam, ethics and religion are derived from the primordial human nature characterised by innocence and goodness unless is corrupted. In a similar way, ethics, religion and law (fiqh) tend to be complementary without contradicting each other. Thus, what is morally wrong is considered illegal, and the law allows only the moral. Also, in Islam not only morality but also the law are rooted in religious beliefs and, in return, religious teachings are experienced only through morality and law.

1.2. The Relation between Islamic Business Ethic and Turkish Culture

Currently, the influence of religious teachings appears re-shaping the business perspectives of the people from Turkey. This is the main reason why, in the context of the current chapter, I considered it a must to comprehend the meanings Turkish people attribute to the existing Islamic business ethic values. Thus, there are five major features which emerge among the Muslim Turkish business group: Working hard as Islamic duty, Good will (intention), responsibility, bounty and the balance/equilibrium in an individual’s life. Still, these concepts are closely interconnected, this being the reason why some will be analyzed together. I am aware that the Turkish Islamic ethic is not limited to these concepts, but I retain them as being the central ones.

**Working hard as Islamic duty and Good Will/Intention.** In Islamic religion, work is perceived as a religious obligation. But, if previously, a typical Muslim individual was seen as a person who mostly prayed and isolated himself from worldly works as several classical sayings state (for example: “be content with what you have” or “Muslim should not be rich”), nowadays, this attitude appears as changed into hard work as virtue. According to Yousef (2001), in the Islamic moral structure, individuals’ intention is by far more important than the results of their actions. Several verbs are used to express work in the Quran: amel, faal, cehd (act/deed, make/do, struggle). As Akpinar (2006) states, all these deeds are converted into good deeds (salih amel) in the case they are made with faith and good will.

This idea has been widely debated in the writings of Said Nursi, who, together with his adepts have a great influence over the modern Turkish interpretation of Islam. Thus, Nursi (1978) considers that, if the intention is sincere, individuals’ ordinary processes between two praying sessions could become good deeds. In conclusion, doing business in a rational manner, implies powerful commitment and hard working, this becoming the new understanding of the religion in Turkey.
The responsibility concept can be found at two levels: individual and institutional, (corporate social responsibility - CSR). At the first level, the religious Muslims from Turkey are responsible to prove as many Islamic moral values and virtues in both their private and institutional lives, therefore in business as well. Thus, proving a reliable, honest business individual is seen as an Islamic duty. From the religious Muslim point of view, every good action and virtue is to a certain point related to religion. A person needs to be responsible and not affect Islam’s credibility or bring it into dishonour. There are people for whom, the source of ethical behaviour is represented by the fear of Allah. In this respect, it becomes a challenge finding out whether an individual’s action is more or less ethical, if it was done only out of the fear. But in the Islamic teachings, this concept is not used as being afraid of something dangerous, it is used as a kind of appreciation or respect for Allah. Another concept that must not be forgotten is that of “vicdan (conscience)”. 

To sum up, it can be said that the Turkish religious business people are showing powerful enthusiasm to reveal the image of Islam through their own lives, being sure that they take this issue as their responsibility. However, another clear-cut must be made between the “real Islam or religious consciousness” and the secularism also known as “narrow-minded or fanatic Islam”, distinction which clearly proves the transformation of Turkish Islam from one interpretation to another (Aydin, 2003), demonstrating the re-shaping of religious beliefs and that of the business perspectives of the people from Turkey.

On the other hand, several classical Turkish sayings, (for example: “Muslim should not be rich and think about the other world”; or “being content with what one has”), are currently being deeply criticised by religious business people from Turkey and a new concept, that of zekat (providing charity as a religious duty) has emerged. It is transposed into the Turkish Islamic concept of “bereket”, which means to be/get plenty or increasing through the blessing of God.

This charity giving attitude is seen as virtue in the context of humanitarian ethic or global values. Somehow, this bounty/hospitality has turned into of the main features of the religious business people from Turkey, generally done for “the sake of Allah”.

In the context of the Gulen movement, Robinson (2008) states that the concept of responsibility was perceived as the first accountability to Allah. Therefore, Robinson states that the responsibility notion offers some basis for a rich conception of responsibility associating:

„Responsibility as accountability to God, and liability for His creation. Humankind as vicegerent is given this responsibility by God. This sets up an ethic of endless service, set in the relationship with God, but genuinely for others.” (Robinson, 2008:689).

Somehow, for the religious Turkish group the Islamic notions of jihad and serving religion were changed into the struggle and hard work in life, respectively, business. Ozdemir (2006) states that this can be seen as an effort to put up the basis of an indigenous Muslim ethic harmonious with the modern aspects of the world. Even if it is not easy to find proper examples for each aspect of business ethics and CSR, this research pleads in favour of the fact that these civil society activities, like doing charity, offering scholarships can be perceived under the notion of business ethics. Hui (2008) states that faith and business ethics can merge in terms of
responsibility, this being called “faith-based CSR”.

Turkish Islamic ethic often appears in the shape of “balanced life” - “muvazene/denge”. According to Torlak et al. (2008), the Islamic notion of balance corresponds to the Islamic business ethic perspective, namely to avoid lavishness and capitalist selfishness or abuse.

Balance refers also to being pious and avoiding luxury, ostentation, or, it is clear that the Turkish capitalist consumer is consuming luxury products more and more each day. However, the 1990s marked the emergence of an Islamic consumption culture (Kiliçbay and Binark 2002).

For instance, lately, luxury consumptions of the religious business individuals, and by this we mean mainly the young generations, receive high attention, as New York Times journalist Sabrina Tavernise (2008) puts it. Even if traditionalists of the Turkish society are not happy about this, it looks like Islamic middle class produces its own elites. The excessive consumption of luxury goods tends to be seen as a possible danger for the Muslims because it can lead to the degeneration of Islamic ethics but in practice reality is frequently in conflict with this attitude. (Sandıkcı Ö. and Ger G., 2005, p. 76)

1.3. Business Ethical Values and Principles in Christianity

Throughout, this part of the study I am concerned to answer one question: in what does the distinctiveness of Christian ethics reside?

In Christianity, the foundation of this theology is represented by the Old Testament and the New Testament. The Christian business man should not want “to get another’s goods or labour for less than it is worth.” An individual must not seek to get a good price for his own wares by extortion. In the case when an individual is buying from the poor, “charity must be exercised as well as justice;” purchaser is obliged to pay the full price that the goods are worth to him. Also, the purchaser shouldn’t reveal his suffering to the vendor as he cannot stand out for his price, but the vendor should give a loan or convince another person to do so. (Yuriy and Shykhova, 2009)

According to John Colwell:

“To define what it means to be a Christian merely in terms of beliefs, commitments and attitudes is inadequate. My identity as a Christian is just that, a matter of identity, a matter of being, and not merely a matter of belief or opinion. To be a Christian is to be a disciple of Christ, to follow him, to be like him, to be indwelt by his Spirit. Consequently, it is not merely that being a Christian implies ethical commitments: to be a Christian is an ethical commitment.” (Colwell, 2001, p. 3)

Also, Colwell considers that the answer to the first question is that Christian ethics tends to be distinctive as it invites individuals to get involved in the story of the gospel. Therefore, Christian ethics is going to be accessible to the watching world to the degree that it takes the shape of an invitation to enter into the Christian life. In the case when, other way round, the church’s voice is to be both hearable and distinctive it will have to be faithful to its calling to witness to the story of Jesus Christ. And that, as Colwell states, is not going to be merely a matter of setting out a catalogue of claims, beliefs and contentions; on the contrary, it will have to become a matter of life. (Hauerwas, and Sider, 2003 , p.225).

According to David A. Sherwood,
“We can’t and shouldn’t ignore spiritual and religious issues. The key is that we must do it from a client-focused and client-led perspective. This normally means that we may not ethically engage in evangelism with our clients. Exceptions would typically be when we are practicing in a faith-based context with a clearly identified Christian identity and with clients who clearly express informed consent. Even then, it is not transparently obvious that evangelism would be appropriate.” (Sherwood, 2002, p. 329)

Sherwood introduces the Principle/Practice Pyramid. Thus, on top of this pyramid stand the moral laws which guide the application of the principles to different areas of life. These are “deontological” parameters suggesting what individuals should do. In terms of biblical examples we can enumerate: the Ten Commandments, the Sermon on the Mount as well as other Biblical teachings helping us to comprehend what love and justice imply in different spheres of life. In a Code of Ethics, these would represent the particular standards referring to responsibilities to customers, colleagues, practice settings, as professionals, the profession, and the wider society. These laws generally guide individuals, but they can never offer us the absolute prescriptions for what people should do on the case level.

At the top of the pyramid can be found the particular cases in which individuals are asked to use the principles and laws to make professional judgments in the real life and practice. In these cases, individuals would find themselves in the most likelihood of conscientious disagreement with each other, even if they start from values, principles, and rules alike.

However, what should be clear from the beginning is that neither the Bible nor the Code of Ethics can tell business men what they can and what they cannot. These two instruments can provide individuals with critical guidance and direction, but they can never offer professionals with prescriptive formulas which can tell them exactly what to do in every particular case, precisely as not all of their values and principles can be entirely achieved and not all of their laws can be entirely followed.

1.4. The Relation between Christian Business Ethic and Romanian Culture

In this section I intend to answer one question: what is the relation between Christian business ethics and Romanian culture?

Romanian Christian values and virtues show some differences from other Christian cultures. The Christian Business Ethic philosophy of the Romanian people is one of confluence, since Romanian ethnicity itself is one of unforced mixing and assimilation of nations coming from the four winds.

Frequently, in the Romanian culture, people will distinguish between narrow and broad morality mainly due to the democracy existing. Broad morality refers then to group morality where an individual can put into practice his/her unique moral opinions regarding ideals and objectives of living. This type of group morality can be seen in the Romanian Christian, but can arise also from a Turkish Islamic group. Narrow morality refers to smaller working groups, as the Romanian society is a democratic one, encouraging people to develop as freely as possible.

2. Business Ethical Principles in Turkey and Romania. A Cross Country Comparison
I shall start from Lewis’ statement, “a study of the basic ethics of world religions and philosophers throughout history has revealed a remarkable agreement” (Lewis, 1973, p. 97)

Also, a research done by Uygur (2009) states that most religions (not only Protestant and Islam) have similar business ethic principles. In his opinion, many of these ethical values and principles became globally accepted work ethic values in time. Therefore, values like honesty, justice, hard work represent values that cannot be replaced in business settings, as they provide the ethical nature of business.

Teachings of both Islamic and Christian religious business men endorse moral self-improvement as a valid and laudable personal objective for individuals who are part of these religions. This occurs through many mechanisms. By establishing high standards of morality, most religious practices ask that their believers continually work on achieving those standards, their outcome being a continuous moral self-improvement. In this vein, Islamic and Christian persons achieve this either by offering examples of highly virtuous individuals (for instance, saints in Catholic or Orthodox Christianity, prophets in Islamic religion) or by straight drawing attention on the supreme authority of each religion (Allah and God, Muhammed and Jesus, etc) for instilling moral values in the believers of a religion. If a moral standard is set extremely high, if not unreachable by definition, the believers are in pursuit of an ever-distant objective. This leads to a motivation for their continuous work on moral self-improvement in moral life as well as in business practices.

One business ethical principle available for both Islamic and Christian people (therefore for Turkish and Romanians) is that of responsibility. This responsibility can be considered as observed by Allah/God. The concept of responsibility in Islamic Turkish business sounds similar to the Christian concept of “witnessing” according to Werner (2006).

On the other hand, unlike work ethic in Christianity, Islamic work ethic (IWE) has not been correctly understood or, worse, has been ignored in management and organization researches. This occurs as management researchers have little access to the literature in Islam referring to business ethics and organization. In this context, I can note that Islam shares some similarities with the other monotheistic religion: Christianity. However, as far as work is concerned, Islam also differs from Christianity. In Christianity, for instance, the emphasis is put mainly on general and unspecific guidelines in life and most of the time on spiritual issues (Ali and Gibbs, 1998). Islam, on the other hand, offers exact regulations of human life and at the same time keeps the spiritual perspectives implied in Christianity. Thus, work in Islam is situated in the core of the faith and is seen as an essential part in life.

In addition, in Muslim societies, so in the Turkish one as well, the sayings of Prophet Muhammed and Quranic text are essential parts of socio-political discourse. Thus, the use of these sources turns imperative in every discussion of IWE.

Also, according to Ali and Al-Owaihan, (2009), unlike the Christian ethic, the IWE focuses more on intentions instead of outcomes. According to them,

„As the Prophet Muhammed stated, „Actions are recorded according to intention, and man will be rewarded or punished accordingly”. That is, unlawful work that results in accumulation of wealth (e.g. gambling, prostitution, drug trafficking, deceiving, extortion, hoarding, monopoly) is condemned and
those who engage in it are looked upon with contempt.” (Ali and Al-Owaihan, 2009, p. 16)

I consider that these statements are not entirely correct, since unlawful work that results in accumulation of wealth is not at all approved by the Christian religion and individuals who do this kind of work are also looked upon with contempt. It is however true that, as C. Wright (1994) states, many contemporary Christians experience at times unease and even discomfort when seeking to relate their faith to the world of work, particularly the work of wealth creation, and by this I mean: industry, commerce and different services. Nowadays, the workplace is perceived as a godless place, and even an immoral part of their human condition. For this reason, many individuals feel the need to discover some consistency between their work and the other part of their life.

According to the Christian religion, advances in business are bringing prejudices to God, idea which is not at all appearing in the Islamic Turkish faith. One similarity of the two religions as far as work and business ethics are concerned is that, for the Romanian Christian religion - making fortune and providing services may, at times, be seen as evils. In this context, the above statement of Ali and Al-Owaihan, according to which unlawful work that results in accumulation of wealth is condemned by Prophet Mohammed, may be seen as similar. Work and activities are looked down by Romanian Christian believers which consider spiritual (passive) life above the active life. In this vein, Turkish people consider working hard as Islamic duty.

Also, on the one hand, excessive attachments to wealth and material goods are not positive issues in the Romanian Christian teaching. However, on the other hand, never in the Bible it is said that this is condemnable. Turkish Islamic teachings do condemn greed and excessive luxury considering them unethical.

Conclusion

In this research I intended to study Islamic and Christian ethics and morality in order to discover similarities and differences related to business and work. My intention was not to claim that the Holy Scripture as the Word of God has revealed to Christians the only correct and proper path for their moral business conduct, or that the Quran, as the Word of Allah has done the same thing for Muslims. Rather, I tried to discover means in which the Quran and the Holy Scripture places our living before Allah/God, and make a claim on our entire living, including therefore our moral conduct in the broadest sense.

As it could be seen, Islamic and Christian ethics is not simply wrapping something that could just as well be wrapped with a non-Islamic/non-Christian technique. The wrapping paper may well be Islamic, Christian, but no matter how it is these religions have many things to share about business ethics.

What Islamic and Christian ethics offer is something that can be provided in no other way, namely, the correct reflection, with the use of Allah’s/God’s revelation in the Quran/Scriptures, upon what is really good and evil.

The “Christian” business life looks very much alike to the life of someone who is not a Christian, with several differences noted in this study.

While there obviously are major differences of religious experience between Islamism and Christianity, differences in levels of religious commitment and various motivations for adherence to a religion, both theoretical and empirical work indicate that religion represents a major determinant of ethical attitudes. From our research we have
discovered strong proves regarding the importance of religion in an individual’s life, religion playing a crucial role on ethical work attitudes of people.

From all the studies done above, it becomes clear that work ethics represents a part of the Islamic and Christian faiths and it has been emphasized by the Prophet and God themselves in many of their sayings some of which have been quoted and discusses in this research.

Like everything emerging from Islamism and Christianity, work ethics is not directed towards this humanly world only but in the same time it takes care of the spirituality of the man. Hence, Islamic and Christian work ethics are both material and spiritual in their purpose and direction.

As far as Islam is concerned, the importance of work is mentioned, being in tandem with its principles, that is, the Shariah. In the Islamic work ethics, work has to be moderated in order not to disturb an individual’s responsibilities to God, family and the society and does not also lead to personal depravity which might impact a person’s health. Other way round, unlike some form of Protestantism in the Christian tradition which talks about the virtues of work as an end in itself, Islam does not see work as an end in itself but rather considers it a virtuous means to the necessity of establishing a natural equilibrium in a person’s social and individual life so as to uphold one’s dignity and at the same time earn the pleasure of God by being punctual, sincere and striving for perfection in what one does to earn his daily bread.
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